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Research & Library Operating Plan (RLOP) Reviewer/Approver Instructions 
V 1.3 

 

Introduction 
 
As the campus begins reopening for research activities, Department Heads/Chairs, Deans and Associate Deans of 
Research, as well as other key stakeholders, will be reviewing and approving Research and Library Operating Plans 
(RLOPs) submitted by faculty, core directors and others who wish to restart research activities, initially at Stage 3 
targeted level of 30-50% density. Subject to the public health status, the campus will move to Stage 4 which would 
increase activity to a target level of 50-70%. 
 
In order to facilitate identification of areas where the campus may have high personnel density and during which time 
periods, Research & Engagement has partnered with Administration & Finance to join RLOP data to the space inventory 
data contained in Tririga, the campus’ space management database.  R&E has provided a set of Tableau data analytic 
dashboards to facilitate review and approval of submitted RLOPs. These dashboards present aggregated data that can 
be filtered by location, room, college, department, etc., to show where space densities might need further evaluation. 
 
In addition, individuals who are named as participants in RLOPs receive automatic notification from the Kuali system to 

alert them that they have been scheduled for research and to encourage them to discuss the plan and all covid-19 safety 

requirements with their faculty principal investigator. 

Research & Engagement staff are available to assist reviewers/approvers in accessing the data and using it to evaluate 
specific RLOPs.  Requests for assistance can be sent to reopening@research.umass.edu  
 

Accessing the Dashboards 
 
Below is a link to the Research and Library Operating Plan Dashboards.  These dashboards summarize the data from 
the RLOP forms into a format that is presented in Tableau.   
 

- The dashboards are generated from a data extract of the RLOP forms. 
- The dashboards do not have a real time link to the RLOP forms. 
- The data in the dashboards will be refreshed once per day, initially.  Within the header of each dashboard, you 

will find the date of the last data refresh (i.e. “as of 6/19/2020 9:34:49 AM)”). 
- These data are meant to facilitate planning and evaluation of proposed research and are not meant to be 

determinative by themselves. The goal is to flag potential issues for evaluation by department heads/chairs and 
deans. The data will also be used by other administration and central service units, including Physical Plant and 
Environmental Health & Safety, to inform campus operations. 

 
To access the dashboards, please follow these three steps: 
 

1. If not on the UMass Campus, connect to the GlobalProtect VPN 
If you cannot connect to GlobalProtect, please refer to this UMass IT page for assistance: 
https://www.umass.edu/it/support/vpn/howinstallanduseglobalprotectvpnclient 
 

2. Click on this link to access the Tableau Workbook, containing RLOP dashboards: - 
https://analytics.umass.edu/#/site/AmherstDataPond/workbooks/689?:origin=card_share_link 
 

3. Login with your UMass NETID and Password. 
 

mailto:reopening@research.umass.edu
https://www.umass.edu/it/support/vpn/howinstallanduseglobalprotectvpnclient
https://analytics.umass.edu/#/site/AmherstDataPond/workbooks/689?:origin=card_share_link
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You will see the following list of Tableau dashboards (see screen capture below).  Click on the dashboard of your choice 
to open the dashboard. 
 

 
 
 
As you move down the list of dashboards, a more detailed view of the aggregated RLOP data is presented.  Most 
dashboards have drop down controls on the left, allowing you to filter the results for a specific college, department, 
building, floor, or faculty lead.  The following dashboards are available: 
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Occupancy Dashboards 
 

1. “by Building” displays the number of people scheduled in each building.   There is no comparison to capacity in 
this dashboard. 

2. “by Building by Floor” displays the number of people scheduled in each building by floor.   There is no 
comparison to capacity in this dashboard. 

3. “by Building Compared to Estimated Capacity” displays the number of people scheduled in each building 
compared to the estimated capacity. 

4. “by Building by Floor Compared to Estimated Capacity” displays the number of people scheduled in each 
building by floor compared to the estimated capacity. 

5. “by Building by Floor by TEAM” displays the scheduled occupancy by building by floor by TEAM. 
6. “by Building by Floor by Room” displays the scheduled occupancy by building by floor by room. 
7. “by Room by RLOP Form” displays room level detail by RLOP form. 
8. “by Building by TEAM by Room” displays how teams are scheduled by room, showing that teams are often 

scheduled simultaneously in multiple rooms. 
9. “RLOP Forms Submitted by College, Department, Faculty Lead” to see the details of each RLOP form as 

submitted by faculty lead. 
 
Other Dashboards 
 

10. “Participants by Team” displays all participants, including faculty and backup leads, by team. 
11. “Participant Listing” is a list of everyone identified as a participant. 
12. “Faculty Lead Listing” shows every faculty lead. 
13. “Backup Lead Listing” shows every backup lead. 
14. “Departments in Buildings (based on submitted RLOP forms)” displays the buildings that that are being 

scheduled by faculty leads by space use. 
15. “Departments in Buildings (based on assigned space) for NCL Lab and NCL Lab Srv space use” displays the 

aggregate estimated capacity and Area(sqft) by building by department for the lab spaces. 
 
Note that you can return to the list view (screen-captured above) from within any dashboard by clicking on “Research 
and Library Operating Workbook” in the black header band under your browser URL line. 
 

  

https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/OccupancybyBuilding?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/OccupancybyBuildingbyFloor?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/OccupancybyBuildingComparedtoEstimatedCapacity?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/OccupancybyBuildingbyFloorComparedtoEstimatedCapacity?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/OccupancybyBuildingbyFloorbyTEAM?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/OccupancybyBuildingbyFloorbyRoom?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/OccupancybyRoombyRLOPForm?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/OccupancybyBuildingbyTEAMbyRoom?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/RLOPFormsSubmittedbyCollegeDepartmentFacultyLead?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/ParticipantsbyTEAM?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/ParticipantListing?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/FacultyLeadListing?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/BackupLeadListing?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/DepartmentsinBuildingsbasedonsubmittedRLOPforms?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
https://analytics.umass.edu/t/AmherstDataPond/views/ResearchandLibraryOperatingPlan/DepartmentsinBuildingsbasedonassignedspaceforNCLLabandNCLLabSrvspaceuse?:origin=card_share_link&:embed=n
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Using the Aggregated RLOP Data to Evaluate Plans  
 

While we encourage RLOP reviewers and approvers to use the dashboards in any way they find helpful, below are a few 

suggestions to specifically help department heads/chairs (DH/Cs) and deans or associate deans for research (D/ADRs) to 

evaluate the proposed RLOPs from their faculty against estimated covid-19 restart capacity for stage 3 (30-50% density) 

for specific locations (i.e., buildings, floors, rooms) and specific times (i.e., morning, afternoon and evening). 

 

Department Level Reviewers 

DH/Cs and other approvers can use specific dashboards to inform decisions about which RLOP submissions for their 

program should be approved, which further evaluated, and which returned to the faculty for adjustments. Once all of 

the RLOP submissions are approved, the next step rests with the dean’s office. 

 

• DH/Cs may find the dashboard view of RLOP Forms Submitted by College, Department, Faculty Lead (#9 above) 

the best place to begin looking at who has submitted forms and where they have programmed proposed 

activities. 

 

o This dashboard shows each faculty submitter’s plan, by building, floor, room and including team and 

individual counts.  Use the left-hand side drop downs to filter by college, department or location. 

o The dashboard may show highlighting in the occupancy by date & time fields (see example below). 

These highlighted timeslots flag where the proposed number of individuals exceeds the estimated covid-

19 capacity in the space database for that location. (Note this view does not aggregate across multiple 

faculty plans that may be sharing the same spaces.) 
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o Reviewer-approvers can hover over each of the highlighted fields to see what the programmed and 

estimated capacities are for the space (see below).    

 

 

• Using the #10 dashboard, Participants by Team, DH/Cs can get further information on the composition of the 

lead faculty’s team(s), including a list of all individuals and their team assignment.  

• DH/Cs can use the additional detail contained in dashboard #8, Occupancy by Building by Team by Room, to 

look more closely at the RLOP that was flagged, along with other proposed activities for a given location 

(building, room or floor).  

• Note that dashboards #1 through #5 de-duplicate teams that are programmed simultaneously across locations 

or times to provide accurate individual headcounts. 

• Use dashboard #4, Occupancy by Building by Floor, to see de-duplicated team occupancy numbers across entire 

floors; compare proposed occupancy to estimated capacity using the hover feature shown above.  

• DH/Cs may wish to approach their approvals on a space-by-space basis, since individual plans may impact the 

collective density in any given space (e.g., floor, building, rooms, suites).  It is expected that faculty have 

coordinated their plans where shared or overlapping spaces are implicated across multiple faculty groups.   

• DH/Cs can use the comment field in the Kuali form when approving RLOPs to record any information that 

addresses flags in the data. 

 

Dean and Associate Dean Level Approvers 

Deans or Associate Deans for Research (D/ADRs) must also approve RLOPs for their school or college. Review of 
aggregated data at the deans’ office level is likely to focus on floors or buildings, versus rooms or suites.  The dean (or 
designee) should confirm for each department that the RLOPs are approved and work with the DH/Cs to resolve any 
questions.   
 
Once all of the plans for work in a particular building are approved at the department level the dean should review the 
levels of activity in the building and on each floor.  
 
Large numbers of people entering or leaving a floor or a building should be noted and discussed with the participants to 
avoid overcrowding (e.g., by staggering arrival or departure times).  For buildings where all of the participants are from 

Please note that these flags are based upon a 

comparison of the programmed number of individuals 

in an RLOP (including the faculty lead and backup) to 

the estimated covid-19 capacity which has been 

calculated using a square footage allocation and other 

criteria.  These flags are not dispositive and are meant 

to be used as a rough order of magnitude flag for 

possible concerns.  For example, the flag on “6” to the 

left is because 6 individuals are programmed into a 

space with estimated capacity of 4.  However, knowing 

the count includes the faculty and back up, this 

proposed plan may be acceptable if faculty and back-

ups may only be in the laboratory occasionally or not 

at all.  Alternatively, the faculty may have scheduled 

their entire team across multiple rooms for each 

available timeslot simultaneously, which may also 

produce a flag for further evaluation. 
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the same college, the dean may then approve all of the plans and inform the VCRE that the building has been reviewed 
and approved.  For buildings with departments from multiple schools/colleges, the deans or designees from the colleges 
involved should collaborate to decide when the building is cleared.  See dashboard #15 for the listing of buildings by 
school/college and department.1   
 
D/ADRs and others may find the following dashboards most helpful in evaluating aggregated data at the college or 
school level:    
 
 

• D/ADRs may find dashboard #3, Occupancy by Building Compared to Estimated Capacity, a useful view to start 
their evaluation, as it will display a de-duplicated total of all individuals programmed for any given building.  See 
below. 

• The flags shown indicate possible density over estimated capacity for a particular building and time slot (e.g., 
morning or “1-Mor” below). When flagged, the total occupancy is broken into that portion of the occupancy that 
meets or is below estimated capacity by room and the total proposed occupancy that exceeds estimated 
capacity by room. In the “1-Mor” example below, 53 individuals are programmed appropriately in spaces for 
Sunday mornings without exceeding estimated capacity, but 20 others are flagged as potentially problematic.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 
1 N.B. for the Life Science Laboratories, IALS Director Peter Reinhart will coordinate approvals with the theme leaders on each floor 
and will coordinate with the deans’ offices as needed to clear the building. 
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• To see the details of the flag, use the hover capability to see normal and estimated capacities for the specific 
location.   See below. 

 

 
 
 

• Use dashboard #4, Occupancy by Building by Floor, to identify specific location(s) being flagged; below is a 
filtered view of dashboard #4 showing Chenoweth Laboratory Addition and possible overage on the third floor.  
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• Dashboard #6, Occupancy by Building by Floor by Room, provides a detailed view of the aggregated RLOPs 

planned for a specific location, which may help to identify the specific room where proposed capacity may 

exceed covid-19 estimated capacity as represented in the space database.  

• Department approvers may have included comments or suggestions visible to you in the RLOP. D/ADRs can also 

insert comments and approve the plan (see Approving the RLOPs in the Kuali Build App below) or return the 

RLOP back to the faculty or department level, if revisions are needed. 

 

 
 

 
 

• The highest level aggregated views for D/ADRs would be in dashboards #1-#4. 

• Dashboards #14 and #15 provide data on departments contained in buildings to aid in determining which dean’s 
office should be lead for that building.  

 
 
 

Aggregated data may be download to a CSV file for further analysis or recordkeeping. 
 
To download a CSV file from any given dashboard, click the Download button in the action bar, then select Data from the 
download list. 
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Approving the RLOPs in the Kuali Build App 

 

DH/Cs, Deans’ Offices and other special approvers will use the Kuali Build Application to approve RLOPs for their 

department or unit.  RLOPs follow an approval work flow that is driven by the proposal routing logic in the Kuali system.  

The App sends notifications to each approver/stop as the RLOP proceeds through the workflow.   

In addition to DH/Cs and Deans’ Offices, depending upon RLOP details, other notifications and special approvals may be 

necessary.  For example, if an RLOP indicates expected use of a University Core Facility, a notice is sent to the central 

cores office to ensure the work anticipated in the RLOP can be scheduled appropriately within covid-19 operating 

constraints and stage of reopening. Special approvers should use the same review and approval (or return) steps shown 

here. 

 

Step 1: Review   

DH/Cs and other approvers can access their Action List to review those RLOPs pending in their approval queue, even if 

they cannot locate the email prompt. (Unfortunately, the approver notification emails are not customizable, and they do 

not include the faculty lead name; therefore, the Action List is likely the best way to view all RLOPs pending approval at a 

particular routing stop.)   

 

 

 

  

https://umass-apps.kuali.co/app/builder/#/home
https://umass-apps.kuali.co/app/builder/#/actions
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Step 2: Approve, Return or Deny   

DH/Cs and other approvers can click on the document to open it (see view below), scroll through it to review the data, 

insert any comments in the appropriate comment field at the bottom of the form, and click Approve to forward the 

RLOP to the next approver stop.  Reviewers can also toggle the View button to the left from “Review” to “Status” in 

order to see the routing and approval workflow and other participant notification details.  Approvers at any level can 

also opt to send the RLOP back to the faculty submitter (or any stop prior to the approver’s own stop) for updates or 

clarifications needed prior to approval.2  The comment field can record such requests. RLOPs can also be denied by any 

review level.  

 

 

General Tips for RLOPs 

• Room numbers:  Reviewers should remind faculty submitters to put only one room number in the room number 

box, and no other text.  Submitters should use a separate room entry for each different room number even if 

they are connected. For example, do not enter “102A and 103.”  

• Headcount accuracy: If the PI and/or the backup lead is NOT planning on being in the lab under an RLOP, they 

can program themselves in a different team from all other personnel and not schedule that lead/backup team 

for any time in the lab.  It is acceptable to have a team that is not scheduled.  

• Create Research and Libraries Operating Plan (RLOP) by clicking here. Once saved (but not submitted), 

submitters can locate their saved form on their Action List and continue to work on it.  

• Remember to direct people to R&E’s Covid-19 guidance page for the latest information.  For assistance, please 

email Reopening@research.umass.edu and someone will be happy to help. 

 
2 Revisions or updates to RLOPs will be reflected in the aggregated dashboard views after the next data refresh, which happens daily 
Monday through Friday. 

https://umass-apps.kuali.co/app/builder/#/app/5e737103e60e36001adf6b89/run
https://umass-apps.kuali.co/app/builder/#/actions
https://www.umass.edu/research/covid-19-resources-guidance
mailto:Reopening@research.umass.edu
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Frequently Asked Questions 

 

What does a NULL value mean in the aggregated data dashboards?  

o Null values are generated when a building room identified in an RLOP form cannot be matched to the 

campus building data. 

o Many Nulls have been fixed centrally, but some require faculty input to resolve because they intersect 

with schedule details that should be determined by the plan submitter. 

o In some cases, it may be advisable for departments to return the forms for correction. 

 

How can I see just the data for my department or building location?  

o The dashboards include a series of filters to help narrow the scope of data to be viewed. 

 

What if I know the “normal capacity” is incorrect? 

o Building data is generated by inventory process through Campus Planning and is the official record of 

the space based upon unit-reported details. 

o If you believe the location’s normal capacity is incorrect, thereby impacting the covid-19 estimated 

capacity derived for planning purposes, you should employ reasonable judgement; central offices 

recognize and rely upon departmental expertise and familiarity to ensure plans are operable and 

reasonable. 

 

How can I extract the data from a particular dashboard for further analysis or recordkeeping functions? 

o Click the Download button in the action bar (below the black header bar just under the browser’s URL 
box). 

o Select Data from the download list. 
 

As a department head, when I approve should I include comments? 

 

o The form was designed to record approver comments, but departments and schools/colleges should 

feel free to determine locally what approach best suits their needs.  For example, if a particular 

comment or notation applies across a range of RLOPs, it may be reasonable to document these with a 

departmental standard operating procedure (SOP) or other recordkeeping approach that minimizes 

keystrokes for approvers.   

 

The RLOP I am reviewing needs substantial editing, what do I do? 

 

o You may return the form to the lead faculty for edits within the Kuali Build App using the “Send Back” 

button within the RLOP form itself.  

o You can also make edits to any form as a department head/chair.  

 

How will approved RLOPs be updated or amended moving forward as circumstances evolve? 

 

o Research & Engagement is actively developing the process for amending forms as the campus 

progresses through the reopening stages; stay tuned for more on this! 


